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ABSTRACT

The main issue of all the security and verifi cation system is authentication and security by the user. This is needed to the 
enhancement of a mechanism which ensures users’ privacy and security. This is a vast research area to develop security 
system in this fi eld and different types of technologies have been proposed earlier. The conventional methods use tokens 
and passwords for providing security to the users and this system is compromised by hackers and also necessity to veri-
fi cation system design to ensure authentication and provide more security to the users. In recent years researchers have 
combined the key generation of cryptographic and biometrics method. The important features of biometrics are, it is a 
template which is not possible to revoke by an unauthorized person. The very familiar soft biometric features are the iris, 
retina, face, fi ngerprint, voice and so on. There is a cryptographic key generation technique Fuzzy Vault combine’s soft 
biometrics. Providing more security to the users is necessary to avoid attacks. This technique gives an additional layer 
of security. Since this technique combines soft biometrics as well as cryptographic key generation which overcomes 
the limitation of biometric system when implemented individually. This paper proposes fuzzy vault scheme which uses 
retina as a soft biometric and gives best results when the performance is compared with other authentication system in 
ensuring the authentication.
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INTRODUCTION

Soft biometric technology recognizes the persons with 
the help of biological or behavioral characteristics. The 
main advantages of soft biometric system are, it cannot 
be forgot or lost when compare with the conventional 

system such as tokens and passwords. These new meth-
ods provide an innovative, also well suitable for the user 
information for identifi cation and authentication. There 
are different stages for providing authentication to the 
users. The fi rst step is enrollment of user. The process 
of this step is the user has to register their biometric 
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features in different position for calculating in differ-
ent measurement. The entire measurements are stored 
in a table after applied in some algorithm. Few of the 
biometric feature used for authentication is face, fi nger-
print, hand geometry, keystroke dynamics, hand vein, 
iris, retina, signature, voice, facial thermo gram, and 
DNA. The use of above mentioned biometrics is search 
the biometric templet from the table in a database and 
compare with the person who try to access the system. 
If the template matchers with the stored data and sensed 
data the system give the authentication to access it [1] 
[2] [3]. This system has both advantages and disadvan-
tages. Once a biometric template of a user is stolen and 
the template not able to re-issue, destroy or update. 
Another disadvantage is one biometric system of a user 
can be used to access many systems, hence the attacker 
may easily access the system and utilize the data of the 
specifi c user. This is the major problem in the security.

As of late, novel cryptographic strategies, like fuzzy 
commitment and fuzzy vault has been proposed to give 
safe and secure storage [4] [5]. This fuzzy vault system 
uses biometric system along with randomly generated 
cryptographic key and it enhance the security like sys-
tem authentication and access permission. This research 
paper concentrates a heuristic verifi cation system of 
biometric, with the combination usage of soft biometrics 
features measurement and fuzzy vault scheme. Accord-
ing to the proposed approach, use retina as soft biom-
etric template which is unaltered for entire lifetime of 
the user. Numerous testing were directed to inspect the 
execution of the proposed verifi cation framework.

RELATED WORK

Abhilasha et al [5] [6] [7] mentioned in their paper that 
vector space model has been used to create biometric 
key with cryptography.. In vector space model the keys 
are kept secret and thus the system has more confi den-
tiality in maintaining biometric data. This system use 
the advantages of biometric authentication. The second 
phase combines several authentication factors concur-
rently with soft biometric to provide more security. The 
main advantage of this system is, to authenticate using 
biometric any of the combination of factors may use. 
Their proposed method enhance the biometric data secu-
rity and reliability. The challenges and issues of authen-
tication system implementation is discussed by Uludag 
et al [10]. They proposed various methods combined 
with cryptographic key and template using biometric 
stored in the database for authentication. They assessed 
the performance for binding and generation algorithms 
using fi ngerprint. They revealed that it is very big chal-
lenges to generate biometric key due to extreme data 
acquisition variations. They provide more reliability and 

suitability of this algorithm for digital rights manage-
ment systems. Experimental results shown their per-
formance and discussed in improving authentication. 
Cimato et al. [12] proposed a biometric authentication 
technique using multiple biometric data. The privacy 
of the document is guaranteed against loss or steal of 
the document since, the control of authentication can 
be performed offl ine and it is not possible to show any 
information. Proposed approach of them ensures secu-
rity with high level as they are using various biometric 
data. These techniques are highly developed to make fast 
the security system and make it very convenient and 
coherent the process for identifi cation. The combination 
of cryptography with soft biometrics increases the confi -
dentiality using biometric templates which stored in the 
database for verifi cation. 

Hao et al [15] proposed a security system which com-
bines iris soft biometric with cryptographic key for the 
fi rst time. A string of binary data called as biometric 
key has been generated from the iris. This key created 
with a support of auxiliary error correction data from 
iris image, this cannot be disclosed and can be stored 
in a smart card [12] [13]. The regeneration of security 
key based on token and biometric of iris. So the system 
hacker in a position to retrieve the both keys. According 
to this paper, they applied and evaluated this strategy 
with 70 different samples of iris and 10 samples biomet-
ric data from left eye and right eye. From these samples 
they fi nd out key with no error may be regenerated from 
a genuine point of iris with almost 99% rate success-
fully. 

PROPOSED APPROACH

Our fuzzy vault constructing based on the retina for bio-
metric methodology followed three steps. The fi rst step 
is the random transformation applied in to the retinal 
temple. This method provide the advantages for soft 
biometrics and fuzzy frame work, its enhance the high 
level security and privacy. The second template which 
got from the fi rst step is secured using the application of 
fuzzy vault. 

The third and fi nal step consist the random genera-
tion of key from the template construct soft biometric 
measurement, password from the user and fuzzy vault. 
To provide the extra layer the password has been given. 
Fig 1 displays soft biometric tempering of fuzzy vault 
scheme based on the retina 

A. Feature Point Extraction - Retinal Bifurcation

RBFPE technique is implemented by Chen et al. in [19] 
is followed in this paper. There is a need to extract the 
bifurcation from retina. The bifurcation point fi xed and 
to retrieve the bifurcation feature. Again the bifurcation 
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points of retinal are extracted to improve the security 
and privacy. 

Soft Biometrics  traits are physical, behavioral or 
adhered human characteristics, classifi able in pre–
defi ned human compliant categories like color, height, 
skin color, eye color, weight etc. is used in most of the 
research work. The fuzzy vault scheme and soft biomet-
rics together exploit the performance of authentication 
now a days. In the proposed method bifurcation feature 
of retina retrieved from pattern of retina.

Thinning and Joining operations are applied into the 
retinal template as a major process. During this process 
the vascular pattern extracted. End of the this process 
from the retinal template, the bifurcation feature points 
are extracted, it is shown in the fi gure 2. The actual reti-
nal template shown in fi gure 2a. After completion of the 
thinning and joining process the highlighted bifurcation 
feature points of retinal vascular tree shown in fi gure 2b.

the feature points of retinal bifurcation to identify to 
lock or unlock data. The permutation and translation are 
subjected by the bifurcation feature points. 

The primary and essential need of this procedure is 
to attain the parameters like (u, v, ). Here u’, v’ are 
proposes a row and column indicator of the image and  
represent the orientation. This translated feature biomet-
rics points are more secured in the fuzzy vault. It gener-
ate a 128 bit random key. A password with 64 bit is used 
to transform the randomly generated key. And also the 
same may be used for encrypting the vault 

C. Extracted Bifurcation Feature Transformation 

Permutation, combination and translation are used to 
create the vascular tree and based on this only the bifur-
cation points are described. At the end of this operation 
a new points created from the original bifurcation trans-
formation. Only a single character has been used for the 
password of the user. The password of the user character 
length is 8. So it occupies 64 bits. There is a limitation 
for the number of characters in the password. Only 8 
characters of password length used in this research. So 
64 bits are weighted for randomization totally. In this 
16 bits, divided by 4 blocks. Every block comprising 
of 16 bit. The fi rst fi ve character is password and the 
remaining three characters are biometrics of the user. 
The implementation of proposed method we put VAULT 
as a password. Height of the user is the sixth character 
and gender as seventh character and the eighth charac-
ters is the color of iris.

At the fi rst level implementation the bifurcation has 
been divided into four quadrants. All the quadrants is 
operated with a single password before permutation 
combination and translation process. The relative posi-
tion cannot be changed in the bifurcation points. 2 bit 
block to be segmented of the each quadrant of 16 bits. 
The fi rst one consist of nine bits and remaining has 7 
bits. The Tu has seven bit and Tv has nine bits length. The 

Figure 1. Soft biometrics fuzzy vault based on retina

Figure 2. (a) Original Retinal Template (b) 
Highlighted Bifurcation Feature

B. The Retinal Fuzzy Vault Hardening 

This step is the tedious and signifi cant step in the authen-
tication design system to enhance security. All the tem-
pletes stored in the database. During hardening the reti-
nal fuzzy vault using password the sample of retinal are 
retrived from the database fi rst and it has been resized 
depending upon the requirement. The system highlights 
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translation amount in the horizontal direction is Tu and 
vertical direction is Tv. 

Fig 3 shows transformed retinal bifurcation points.
The new retinal point is derived from the followings: 

Xu‘ = (Xu+Tu) mod (2^7)

Yv‘ = (Yv+Tv) mod (2^9)

The distance in horizontal direction is Xu before trans-
formation. Likewise the distance in horizontal direction 
after transformation is Xu‘. Similarly, Yv is the distances 
before transformation. Yv‘ is the distance after transfor-
mation.

D. Encoding and Decoding the Vault

According to this stage it provide security to the the vault 
temporarily modifi ed from the password. The proposed 
approach in this step replaces Reed-Solomon recon-
struction step using Lagrange interpolation. For error 
detection the Cyclic Redundancy Check has used. The 
retrieved feature points are changed as binary strings. 
The chaff points generation method mentioned in [6][7] 
are used to implement this step. At the last the feature 
points obtained and it combined with chaff points to 
make imposter unaware of genuine points in the retina 
and the same reverse technique is used for vault decod-
ing. 

TRANSMISSION WITH THE SECURITY

The generated key has been placed in to the application 
and it will be transmitted in the wireless networks. As 
the data size increased when apply the security, an exist-
ing sleep wake up method has been used to transfer from 
source to destination. In this method, only one node is 
active in a region and the remaining are in sleep state. 
During the transmission all the secured data transmitted 
from one active node to another active node. 

genuine points. From this the total counts of points are 
(t+c). When chaff points increases the privacy and secu-
rity also increased. The number of chaff point declared 
in the system should be more than ten times. Then only 
the retinal templates will be available with the genu-
ine points. The capable of being this work is evaluated 
using the retinal transforming template technique for 
biometric features and password given by the user. This 
research proposed to make use of eight character for 
security vault as mentioned above. The eight characters 
formed with the user password and the remaining char-
acters are soft biometrics. Those eight character grouped 
into two parts and it consist fi ve character as password. 
The sixth character is height of the user, seventh charac-
ter represents the gender and eighth denotes the gender 
and iris color.

The table 1 shows an example transformation 
code obtained from soft biometrics and bifurcation 
feature points before transformation and after trans-
formation. The 8 character has been taken for secure 
fuzzy vault. ASCII value of all the characters used in 
the implementation calculated. The fi ve character pass-
word VAULT determined as 86, 65,85,76,84. The rest 
of the three characters are soft biometrics of the user. 
The ASCII value of height represents one parameter and 
gender for one parameter and iris color is one param-
eter. Many applications uses different password for cross 
matching purpose. 

This proposed multimodal biometric key based net-
work security in order to transfer data in a secure way 
and with the process of authentication and validation 
used secret key generated from the fused images of fi n-
gerprint, iris and retina. The evaluation of the proposed 
method is proved with three different metrics of false 
rejection rate (FRR), false acceptance rate (FAR) and the 
processing time of proposed method compared with the 
existing ones.

Performance Comparison of Proposed Multimodal 

Biometric Method with Single Biometric Based on False 

Rejection Rate in Network Security Systems

The metric FRR is defi ned as a percentage of real users 
which rejected by the biometric system. In authentica-
tion biometric system, the user of the system will make 
the claims of their identity, hence the security system 
must not reject an enrolled user and number of False 
Rejections must be kept as small as possible. Thus False 
Rejection must be minimized in comparison to False 
Acceptance.

The table 1 and fi gure 4 shows the performance of 
proposed fusion technique authentication system by 
varying the number of users which ranges from 1 to 100. 
From the result it is observed that the single biometric 
based authentication system fi ngerprint, iris and retina 

Figure 3. (a) and (b)  Transformed 
bifurcation Points. (Blue-Trans-
formed, Red-Original Points)

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This research method is implemented using MATHLAB. 
The required parameters which are used in this is c 
denotes the count of the chaff points, r the count of the 
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Table 1. Feature Points

Ist Quadrant 
and soft 
biometric 
features

Feature Points Transformation code 
obtained from soft 

biometricBefore Transformation After Transformation

Horizontal 
Distance Xu

Horizontal 
Distance Yv

Horizontal 
Distance 
Xu’

Horizontal 
Distance 
Yv’

Row index 
with 
respect to 
horizontal 
axis Tu

Column 
index with 
respect to 
horizontal 
axis Tv

‘VAULT’
Height=157
Iris Color=’B’
Gender=’M’

105 18 55 84 78 322

Table 1. Performance Analysis of Proposed 
Method based on False Rejection Rate

User
Finger 
print

Iris Retina
Proposed 
Method

1 - 10 86.5 87.4 91.4 88.3

11 -20 88.5 82.9 93.5 83.2

21-30 91 87.8 93.2 86.2

31-40 90.7 88.3 91 87.6

41-50 91.7 91.3 93.8 90.3

51-60 85.2 84.6 89.8 83.7

61-70 90.5 88.8 92.5 86.7

71-80 89.3 86.8 91.7 84.4

81-90 90.3 87.9 93.8 86.4

91-100 90.9 89.2 93.6 88

have less value of rejection rate while the proposed mul-
timodal fusion method produce high false rejection rate 
and proved its performance is better than the others in 
validation and verifi cation of network security. 

Table 2. Performance Comparison of Proposed 
Fusion method with single biometrics based on 
False Acceptance Rate

User
Finger 
print

Iris Retina
Proposed 
Fused Image

1 – 10 0.43 0.48 0.38 0.11

11 -20 0.42 0.45 0.4 0.1

21-30 0.41 0.43 0.43 0.14

31-40 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.08

41-50 0.37 0.4 0.38 0.09

51-60 0.44 0.42 0.33 0.07

61-70 0.43 0.43 0.31 0.16

71-80 0.42 0.45 0.41 0.24

81-90 0.4 0.47 0.43 0.19

91-100 0.46 0.42 0.4 0.16

Figure 4. Performance Analysis of Proposed Fuzzy C-Means Fusion 
Method based on False Rejection Rate 

Performance comparison of proposed fusion method 

based security using False Acceptance Rate

In biometric system based identifi cation the users doesn’t 
make claim about their identities. So it necessitates the 
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importance of false acceptance rate must be smaller as 
much as possible so that the malicious users can not 
able to access the system under security. Thus the value 
of false acceptance rate must be considerably minimized 
comparing to false rejections

The table 2 and fi gure 5 depicts the performance of 
the proposed fusion technique false acceptance rate of 
the system by varying the number of users which ranges 
from 1 to 100. From the result it is observed that the sin-
gle biometric based authentication holds the high value 
of false acceptance rate while the proposed multimodal 
biometric based authentication system produced low 
value of false acceptance. It proves that it is very hard to 
brute force the multimodal based key generation secure 
system. 

CONCLUSION

Even though there is no perfect accuracy technique for 
the past decades, lot of methods given by the research-
ers. The proposed research consist of proper design and 
implementation to enhance the overall security. The 
secure system should be more secure and as well as user 
friendly. The proposed method satisfi es the more secu-
rity and user friendly as it is the combination of soft 
biometrics features and framework taken from the cryp-
tographic for verifi cation. The advantage of this method 
is determination of retinal based genuine point is the 
challenge one for the hackers. Fuzzy vault frame work 
comprises the cryptographic key generation with soft 
biometrics. The password given by the user is additional 
layer to provide security. If anyone know the password 
it is not possible to match the biometric template devel-
oped by this method. In the future works the existing 
security system can be eradicated and the proposed sys-

tem can be implemented. In this work has been proposed 
with the 8 character from soft biometrics and password. 
In future there is many characters of human being can 
be increase. During the transmission life time, energy 
and effi ciency has to be concentrated when apply these 
type of security. The convenience and adroitness may 
give higher level of security, as unapproved access 
would cut a shrewd gadget down and bargaining dif-
ferent endpoints on the system. The latest approaches 
not much suitable in IoT for user authentication. Though 
the classical security authentication provide adequate 
security, biometrics provide high level security for smart 
devices too.
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